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Abstract—Power dissipation is the major problem in testing
VLSI circuits. The application of random test input patterns
causes high switching activity that increases dynamic power
dissipation. The proposed Bit Transition Identifier (BTI) identifies
the consecutive test patterns that have more transitions. It contains
an XOR network with a modified adder circuit. Adder finds the
number of transitions. BTI was implemented with different adders
and the results show that the proposed BTI identifies more
transition patterns with less delay.
Index Terms—bit transition, low power testing, switching
activity, test pattern generator

I. INTRODUCTION
In VLSI technology a single integrated chip contains a very
large number of transistors. Testing the chip functionality is
extremely complex and very time consuming. Cost of detecting
a fault at board level is nearly 10 times higher than that at the
chip level. In test mode the power dissipation is 200% more
than that in the normal mode. Because of this high power
dissipation battery life is shortened.
Another important issue with high power consumption is the
rise in temperature. If the temperature rises above a threshold
value the Integrated Circuit may be damaged in some of the
circuits and the circuit functionality may also change as a result
of high temperatures above the threshold level. Another
parameter that is affected by high power consumption is yield
loss. Due to high temperature traditional cooling techniques
may not be sufficient. Therefore expensive cooling techniques
are to be used and that in turn will increase the cost of the IC.
Further, the area occupied may also affect the yield loss.
Because of the excessive test power, heat dissipation also will
also be increased. In order to handle high temperature effective
packaging is required.
Integrated circuits and systems have been tested using a
pseudorandom Built-in Self-Test (BIST) generator which
generates test inputs. For circuits with hard-to-detect faults, a
large number of random patterns have to be generated to
achieve high fault coverage. These random test patterns are less
correlative which increases the dynamic power dissipation.
Dynamic power dissipation is proportional to switching activity
of the circuit and it is the dominant factor in the total power
dissipation of the circuit. For technologies up to 0.35 µm, the
dynamic dissipation is about 80% of a circuit’s total dissipation.

As the technology scales down, i.e. submicron technologies, its
contribution decreases but still remains the dominant factor.
Reducing power consumption in test mode is an important
objective in circuit design.
Many low power testing methods for VLSI circuits have been
proposed. They mainly deal with the reduction of switching
transitions between the consecutive test patterns by inserting
test vectors between all consecutive test patterns. This increases
the correlation between them and reduces power dissipation.
Unnecessary insertion of test vectors between all consecutive
test patterns (sometimes) increase switching transitions and test
time. But Transition Counters (BTC) increase area and delay.
The proposed BTI identifies more transition patterns with less
delay. Test vectors can be inserted only in between these
patterns which reduces power dissipation and test time.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In section 2, discusses
low power testing methods. Section 3 explains the
implementation of BTI with low power Test Pattern Generator
(TPG). The proposed BTI and the new adder designs are
explained in section 4. Experimental results and conclusions are
presented in sections 5 and 6 respectively.
II. LOW POWER TESTING METHODS
Switching activity is defined as the rate of switching of the
circuit from ‘0’ to ‘1’ and ‘1’ to ‘0’ while operating in the
circuit. This switching is taken into consideration whenever bus
power consumption is calculated. Switching activity can be
determined by calculating the number of bit transitions takes
place during actual operation of logic in circuit. By minimizing
the switching activity, the average dynamic power consumption
on bus can be reduced as it is directly proportional to switching
activity factor. For some tests it is possible to find the switching
activity such that it would not exceed that possible during
functional operation [2]. Transition Density [8] which is
average number of transitions per second at a circuit node is a
measure of switching activity. Generally switching activity
occurs at node and difficult to evaluate, estimation model are
given in [3]. Transition Density [8] which is average number of
transitions per second at a circuit node is a measure of switching
activity. Generally switching activity occurs at node and
difficult to evaluate, estimation model are given in [3]. A lot of
research work is going on to reduce dynamic power
consumption on bus by reducing the switching activity [9]. Low
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power address generators are proposed in [10, 1], which mainly
focus on reducing switching activity. Research works are going
on reducing power through charging and discharging of node
capacitance. Based on SBST techniques for optimizing and
other key aspects a software-based self-testing [5] was
proposed in the microprocessor test and validation process. The
low transition test vectors inserted between each consecutive
pattern, increasing testing time was also reported in LT-LFSR
[6]. But it has negligible effect on the fault coverage
convergence. LFSR characteristic polynomial plays an
important role in test pattern generation. Both testing time and
fault coverage also depend on polynomial equation. The
polynomial based method [7] addresses the problem of
computing a polynomial of small degree directly from the given
test set without having to solve multiple non-linear systems and
fixing a priori the polynomial degree. Higher levels of
integration and shrinking line widths have led to a generation
of devices which are more sensitive to power dissipation and
reliability problems [12]. The paper [6] explains reducing
power through charging and discharging of node capacitance.
A bit transition counter [4] calculates the number of transitions
takes place while applying the test patterns by these TPG’s. It
also can be used in address generators. BTC uses different
counters which increases area. But in the proposed design high
transition patterns are identified using a simple adder.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF BIT TRANSITION IDENTIFIER
The existing designs count the number transitions in
consecutive patterns which increase area and static power. But
identifying the more transition patterns is enough for test vector
insertion method. The proposed design only identifies the more
transition patterns.
BTI
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Test vector
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of transitions should be identified. Considering the above points
in considerations the BTI is designed which is capable of
identifying the number of bit transitions in the successive
patterns. For example if data changes from “11110010” to
“11100101” the bit transitions are 4 as transitions takes place at
bit(4), bit(2), bit(1) and bit(0). The number of transitions
cannot exceed the total number of bits. The BTI should be
capable of counting number of transitions at every transition
between successive test pattern.
IV. DESIGN OF BIT TRANSITION IDENTIFIER
Bit Transition Identifier is constructed by using (N-1)
number of XOR gates (N is the number of bits in test pattern),
the proposed adder circuit and an OR gate. XOR gates are used
to check the transition between vertical bits. Fig. 2 shows BTI
for an 8-bit test pattern.

Fig. 2. The proposed Bit Transition Identifier

Present and next test pattern bits are applied as inputs to XOR
gates. If test bits are not same, then the XOR gate’s output is 1.
These 1’s are added using the proposed adder. More numbers
of 1’s are indicated by (N-1)th bit of sum and carry output of
adder. The required sum and carry outputs which indicate more
number of 1’s only given to OR gate inputs to produce ST
output. The output of BTI is ‘1’ if the test patterns are having
more transitions.
Depending on the requirement OR gate inputs can be
changed. By changing the inputs of the OR gate, test patterns
with different number of transition can be identified. The
proposed design identifies consecutive patterns (8-bit) that have
more than 3 transitions.
A. The Proposed Adder

S1
Test patterns to CUT
Fig. 1. Implementation of BTI in low power TPG

As shown in Fig.1 TPG generates random patterns. TVI
inserts test vectors in between the patterns. If BTI is included in
this arrangement, it finds high transition patterns and only in
between them test vectors can be inserted.
Before designing Bit Transition Identifier (BTI), first we
decide the requirements of BTI with what it should be designed.
Here first the transition between each successive bit in the
consecutive patterns should be found and then the total number

Fig. 3. The proposed adder

The proposed adder design is shown in Fig. 3. The XOR
outputs (x0-x6) are added using an 8-bit proposed adder. To
reduce more power dissipation the inputs of OR gates can be
varied. The OR gate output is applied to FSM as input. The
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number of bits in the TP or the number inputs of CUT. By
observing the final bit of sum and carry, high transition patterns
can be identified. Therefore other sum generators are not
needed in this adder. The proposed adder has been constructed
using all carry generators with final sum bit generator.
Therefore BTI has less delay and small area.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The BTI is designed in Verilog. The simulation of the
Verilog code is performed in Xilinx software and the
waveforms are shown in Fig. 4.
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from the synthesis report. The proposed adder has less delay
and uses fewer devices. From Table I it is proved that BTI using
the proposed adder needs few devices and has less total delay.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper a simple Bit Transition Identifier is designed
and implemented on LFSR –TPG for digital circuit testing. It
identifies more transitions patterns and helpful in reducing
dynamic power dissipation in TPGs without increasing the test
time. This design can be implemented on any type of TPG and
it needs few components with less delay.
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